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Abstract: Abstract: pc has been wide deployed to our daily lives; however human pc interaction still lacks intuition. Researchers shall resolve 

these shortcomings by augmenting ancient systems with human like interaction mechanism. Today, dedicated hardware usually infers the 

emotion from flesh measures. These are a substantial quantity of analysis done into the detection and implicit communication channels, as well 

as facial expressions. Most studies have extracted face expression for a few specific emotions in specific things. During this paper we have a 

tendency to uses a   feature purpose pursuit technique applied to completely different facial image regions to capture basic emotions. We have a 

tendency to use grayscale pictures that area unit ethically not various. We have a tendency to use optical flow primarily based analysis to notice 

emotions from human facial image knowledge.   Our   proof   of knowledge   demonstrates   the practicableness of our approach and shows 

promising for integration into varied applications. 

 

  Index Terms—facial expressions, interaction, feature, emotion, intuition. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Emotion detection from facial images is one of the 

most relevant applications of image analysis. It is a 

true challenge to build an automatic system which 

equals human ability to recognize emotions. 

Although humans are quite good in identifying 

emotions but an automated system can help us to 

recognize emotions and to use this skill in the 

different fields like Information security, Access 

management, Biometrics, Law enforcement, 

Personal security etc. Facial expression recognition 

can be utilized for automated analysis of human 

emotion. 

 

Communication between humans is influenced by 

emotion. Interpersonal b e h a v i o r  i s  a f f e c t e d  

b y  f a c i a l  e x p r e s s i o n s  during 

communication.  The study of human facial 

expressions started with Darwin (1965) in the 19
th 

c e n t u r y
 and is still being studied. In 1971, Ekman 

and Frisen classified emotions into six primary 

categories, all universal across different ethics and 

cultural groups with each being represented by a 

unique facial  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Six emotional categories are:  Happiness, Sadness, 

Surprise, Fear, Anger and Disgust. Recent 

approaches for facial expression detection are 

Template Based Method Edward, Cootes and Taylor 

(1998) and Feature Based Method by Black and 

Yacoob (1997). The difference between these two 

methods depends on the use of still images or 

Successive image sequences and whether they are 

template of feature based (Pantic & Rothkrantx, 

2000). The template approach uses the average face 

for each category of emotion and classifies the  

      Fig 1. Six universal facial expressions 
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individual facial expressions according to the best 

match of each feature template. The feature based 

approach uses a training set of images for different 

emotional expressions. The features are extracted 

from each emotion subset for all facial expressions 

and then are subsequently tested unseen facial 

images. Feature based technique involves detecting 

changes of the features in different facial parts. The 

selection of these facial parts (regions) is based on the 

Facial Action Coding System (FACS). The Facial 

Action Coding System is a human observed based 

system designed to detect changes in facial 

features.FACS consists of 44 anatomically based 

action classifiers, which individually or in 

combination can represent all visible discriminate 

expressions. The tracking algorithm used in this 

research was separately applied to the different facial 

image regions (Eyes and Lip) each represented by 

their points of interest. This approach was chosen to 

accelerate the computation and to classify the images 

based on the movement of individual facial regions 

rather than the entire face.  This approach was to 

create independence for each facial feature and thus 

it was envisaged that the accuracy of the tracking 

process would be increased and thus achieve a better 

classification result. 

 
The tracking algorithm generally compared the pixel 

values of a feature point to that of the surrounding 

pixels to determine their orientation. Misorientation 

of movement increases with changing light 

conditions faces whit glasses and facial hair.  To 

minimize this, images of faces with glasses and 

facial hairs were not used in this research. The 

advantage of tracking feature points of individual 

facial regions allowed each area to be classified 

individually. Based on threshold, the feature points of 

a region were either discarded or used as input for the 

classifying process. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1         Skin Color Segmentation 

 
The facial image pre-processing includes: facial 

feature acquisition and face normal iza t ion  (angle 

and size).Such Normalization‟ is necessary if the 

subjects in the images exhibit out of focal space 

motion. To compensate for this motion an affine 

transformation‟ is used (Weisstein, 2000). This 

transformation ensures no changes occur to the 

normalized face position and maintains 

magnification. Colored images of the dataset were 

then transformed into grey scale images and were 

resized into 256 X 256 pixel dimensions. Using 

FACS as a basis, the different facial regions were 

cropped from the image. The resultant of feature 

extracted formed the input data for the extraction 

process. 

 
2.2         Face Detection 

 

Face detection is a concept that includes many sub 

problems. Face detection algorithms usually s h a r e  

c o m m o n  P r o c e s s . Firstly, few data dimension 

reduction is done. Few preprocessing could also be 

done to adapt he input image to the algorithm 

prerequisites, the next phase usually involves 

extracting facial features or measurements. 

 

Fig2: Binary Face Conversion 

 

Fig3:  Face Detection 

 
 
These will be weighted, evaluated or compared to 

decide if there is a face and where is it. Face 

detection is, therefore, a two class problem where we 

have to decide if there is a face or not in an image. 

This approach can be seen as a simplified face 

recognition problem. Second class is face detection, 

in this paper first we take an image and for face 

detection, first, we convert the RGB image to binary 

image. To convert it to binary image, we calculate 

the mean value of R, G and B components of each 

pixel and if the average value is below than 110, we 
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replace that pixel by a Black pixel. Otherwise we 

replace it by white pixel. At the end we get the 

binary image. After this process we try to check 

the possibility of the image to be a face. For this 

purpose we calculate the height and width of the 

continuous white pixels. 

 

If the height and width are greater than 50 and the 

ratio of height and width lies in between 1 and 2 

then there is a possibility to have a face otherwise 

not. At the end of this process, we try to find the 

forehead from the binary image. We start from the 

middle of the image to find continuous white pixels 

after continuous black pixels. Our aim is to find the 

maximum width of white pixels by searching both 

horizontal direction and vertical direction. Then, we 

cut the face from the starting position of the forehead 

and its height will be 1.5 multiple of its width. Then 

we having a picture, in which will contain mainly 

the Eyes, Nose and Lip parts. Then we cut the 

RGB image according to the binary image. 

 

2.3           Finding Region of Interests (ROI) 

 

 

To obtain different region of interests from the facial 

image, we again convert the RGB image to binary 

facial image with the above discussed method. Now 

we consider the face width by W. 

Eye Portion: For eyes detection, we scan from W/4 

to (W- W/4) to find middle position of two eyes. The 

highest white continuous pixel along the height 

between the ranges is the middle position of two 

eyes. Then we find the starting high or upper 

position of two eyebrows by searching upper 

bounds. For left eye, we search W/8 to Mid and for 

right eye, we search from  mid  to  W/8,  here  Mid  

is  the  middle  position  of eyebrows  and  eye  

connected,  we  place  some  continuous black pixels 

vertically from eyebrow to eye. For left eye vertical 

black pixels are placed in between  Mid/2 to Mid/4 

and for right eye position, the curves are in between 

Mid+(W-Mid)/4 to Mid + 3* (W-Mid)/4, and the 

height of black pixel lines are from the eyebrow 

starting 

Height to (H-eyebrow starting height)/4. 

 

2.4       Facial Feature Point Extraction 

 

 
 Where th(xi,y)= Total height of continuous White pixels  
 

Apply Bezier Curve on Lip: In Lip box, there is 

lip and may be some part of nose. We convert the 

skin pixel to white pixels and other pixels as black. 

We also find some pixels which are similar to skin 

pixels and convert them to white pixels. If two 

pixels have RGB value difference less than or equal 

to value 10 then, we called them as pixels with same 

feature. So in the binary image, there are some black 

regions on Lip, nose and may some other little parts 

which are considered as similar pixels. Then we find 

the biggest connected region from those black 

regions and consider that region as Lip region. 

Because in Lip box, lip is the largest thing which 

is different than skin. To make Bezier Curve from 

this black region, we find the starting and ending 

pixels of the lip in horizontal. Then we draw tow 

tangents on upper lip from the starting and pixels 

ending point. For the lip lower part, we find two 

points with the similar process as with the upper lip. 

We choose cubic Bezier curves to find the feature 

points from the lip. 

 

 

Fig4: Extracted Feature Points 

 

 

 

add the distance with the lower height of the eyes to 

determine the upper height of the box which will 

contain the lip,  Now,  the  starting  point  of  the  box  

will  be  the  1/4
th 

position of the Left eye box and 

ending will be 3/4
th 

position of the Right eye box. 

The ending height of the box will be the lower end 

of the facial Feature image, so this part will contain 

only lip and may some part of the nose. Then we cut 

the RGB image according to the Lip box. 

 

Then we find the lower position of two eyes by 

searching black pixels vertically. The left side of the 
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left eye is the starting width of the image and the 

right side of the right eye is the ending width of 

image. Then we cut the upper position, lower 

position, left side and right side of two eyes from the 

RGB image. 

Lip Portion: For the detection of lip, we determine 

the Lip Box. And we consider that lip must be 

inside Lip Box. First we determine the distance 

between the forehead and eyes.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

This study has investigated the possibility to detect 

the four facial expressions happy, surprise and sad in 

image sequences by applying a tracking algorithm. 

After detecting some region of interests like Lip, 

Left Eye and Right Eye from facial image, we are 

finding some feature points from them. We find six 

feature points from each ROI Lip, Left Eye and 

Right Eye. Then we compare the extracted feature 

points from the image to our database and according 

to the match of feature points we detect the 

emotion category. Also after capturing some 

feature points we save them in the database to make 

database stronger if there is no match found for a 

specific facial image. Then from the database we 

found the range of values supported by the different 

feature vectors. Feature Vectors helps us to make our 

algorithm simpler and more accurate. For future 

work we will try to find the range of some emotion 

categories like Anger and Disgust with the help of 

our experimental data. As Anger and Disgust 

categories are difficult to find because the range of 

feature points for these emotion categories bit similar 

to facial expression category Happy. 
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